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In the shortest time you can learn the fantastic secrets
of self-defense and you'll never be afraid again! This
unique Home Course will reveal hundreds of fighting
secrets that you can put to immediate use. Easy and
exciting to learn, you'll be able to master any difficult

situation. In less than 15 minutes a day, the knowledge
of the World's Top Fighting Experts can be Yours!!

Regardless of your age, you can master this TOTAL
SELF-DEFENSE SYSTEM! It doesn't require muscles
or size to be a MASTERatself-defense, but it does require
KNOW-HOW!! The knowledge of Karate has enabled
small, slight men to successfully and completely protect
themselves from men twice their size; in just seconds the
Karate Master can completely immobilize any attacker-
destroying himl

By the time you complete our course . .

.

YOUR HANDS AND FEET WILL HAVE
SUPER FANTASTIC POWER!!

Your hands will have the power of an axe and you
can use your elbows, knees and feet as death-dealing
clubs! Karate Is the most feared fighting method known
to mani The open hand can deliver a single Karate blow

times more powerful than a boxing champions
punch! You'll quickly learn all the vital striking

i areas that will flatten the biggest and toughest
assaulter...FAST!! You'll reduceany
assailant to cringing helplessness, in

just seconds. You'll fear no man...
ever! Our TOTAL SELF-DEFENSE
SYSTEM is the most DEADLY form
of defense and attack ever devised.
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Regardless of
your age or build .

.

YOU CAN BECOME MORE^
POWERFUL THAN ANY MANI
We'll help you to become aware i

the destructive forces you already
possess. We'll teach you to channel
your forces so that you'll be able to
disarm any attacker, whether carry-
ing a knife, gun or chain!
• Learn the secrets of the Ancient

Oriental Masters!
• Walk the streets with a New Con-

fidence, feeling safe, knowing you
can protect your loved ones.

• Learn all the vulnerable areas of
the body — so that you can demo-
lish anybody!

• Destroy any attacker in seconds,
even two or three attackers at once!

• Easy to read, completely illustra-

ted instructions — learn at home!
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EVERYONE ADMIRES AND
RESPECTS A KARATE MASTER!
Once you learn the secrets of Karate
and our Total Self-Defense System—
you'll possess a New Self-Confidence
that will generate a new you! You'll
be able to Master any situation. You
can actually become a destructive,
fighting, self-defense power machine
...in the shortest time!! You'll learn
the secrets of Karate, Judo, Savate,
Jui-Jitsu, Secret flghting methods,
which add up to the most complete
Total Self-Defense System ever!!

UNIVERSAL T DeptSS
Box 39303
Detroit, Mich. 48239

Please send me all that Free Fantastic Information
plus a Free Colorful Brochure — that will show me
how to become a Self-Defense Fighting ExpertI!
Enclosed you'll find 2Sc to help cover postage and
handling.

Name_ Age.
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